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Catalan network of protected areas 

Specially protected natural areas 

-1 National Park

-13 Natural Parks

- Natural Places of National 

Interest

- Natural and Marine Reserves 

300.535 ha (9,4% Catalonia)

Natura 2000 network

(30% de Catalonia)



1. The catalan network of protected areas



Outdoor activities in Catalan protected areas  



Regulation in Catalonia

- Decree 148/1992, which regulates the photographic, scientific 

and sports activities that can affect wildlife
- In protected natural areas, prior authorization is required for carrying 

out the following sports activities: Climbing, caving, flight (up to 300 m 

above the ground) and descent through the air and landing of 

ultralight, paragliding, hang gliding and other devices, manned or 

not, and sailing with boats or other nautical equipment. Mountain bike 

and any ground sports test or activity that requires the competition of 

an artifact. Swimming.

- The manager of the protected space can determine the areas and 

periods in which the mentioned activities can be carried out without 

authorization.



Regulation in Catalonia

- Decree 56/2003 regulating physical-sports activities in the natural 

environment
- Obligations that must be met by entities, establishments and 

companies dedicated to the organization of physical activities and 

outdoor recreation: registered in a census, insurance 

policies, qualifications of staff, approved and good condition of 

equipment..

- Safeguarding of the natural environment: The specific regulations of 

the protected natural area must be complied with and the planning 

instruments that it develops.

- The protection of consumers



And trail running competitions?

Evolution at Alt Pirineu Natural Park
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Trail running races

- No specific regulation

- But.. legal advice from the Generalitat says:
- Trail running races, in terms of new and current activity, are not 

expressly envisaged in Decree 148/1992, nor in Decree 

56/2003, although due to their nature of sporting activities they are it 

must consider the aforementioned regulations in application, at least as 

far as general principles that inspire them 





Code of good practices 

In the organization and celebration of trail running races 

and marches

Goal 

Provide the organizing 

entities, administrations and participants 

with a set of guidelines, recommendations with a set of guidelines, recommendations 

and documents that make the development 

of this activity compatible with the 

conservation of nature and respecting 

ownership of land.

Phase I - Design of the race

Phase II - Development of the race 

Phase II - Completion of the race and 

evaluation



Phase I  - Design of the race

• Pre-memory and memory (specific model)

• Authorization management protected area 

•Authorization / communication owners land 

•Annual calendar and max. participants •Annual calendar and max. participants 

•Advertising of the race 

•Security and emergencies 

•Regulations of the corridor 

•Identification and correction of impacts



Phase II - Development of the race 

•During the race, watch out so that no one leaves the path 

•Do not throw waste 

•Communication environmental incidents (runners and 

organizers) 

•Environmental referee figure 

•Avoid sound emissions outside the starting and arrival 

point 

•Promotion of the territory and its products

•Satisfaction surveys



Phase III  - Completion of the race and evaluation

•Remove all the material before 24-48 hours after the race  

•Assessment race organization-city council-environmental 

administration



Future 

•Diffusion of code - organizers, environmental administrations

•Incorporate requirements in authorizations (will incorporate 

the Department) 

•Certification / tag

•Adapt code to other sports practices such as the mountain 

bike comptetitionsbike comptetitions

•Study the return to property and conservation of the territory 

(donation?)

•Adapt existing regulations to the code



Thank you for your attention

We are waiting for you in Alt Pirineu!

At the new future Catalan Republic

parcsnaturals.gencat.cat/altpirineu

/pnaltpirineu

@pnaltpirineu@pnaltpirineu

@pnaltpirineu

/pnaltpirineu


